
Holidays 



Superbowl – Football 

Cookies 

Shape chocolate cookies into a 

football shape before baking. 

Decorate as footballs with icing. 



Cherry 

Chocolate Heart 

 1 package (15 ounces) 
refrigerated pie pastry 

 2 teaspoons all-purpose flour 

 1 egg white, lightly beaten 

 1/4 cup ground almonds 

 2 tablespoons sugar 

 1 package (8 ounces) cream 
cheese, softened 

 

 1 cup confectioners' sugar 

 1/4 to 1/2 teaspoon almond 
extract 

 1/2 cup heavy whipping cream 

 1 jar (16 ounces) hot fudge ice 
cream topping 

 2 cans (21 ounces each) cherry pie 
filling 

 Let pastry stand at room temperature for 15-20 minutes. Unfold 
pastry and place each circle on an ungreased baking sheet. 
Sprinkle each with 1 teaspoon flour; turn over. Using a 9-in. paper 
heart pattern, cut out a heart from each circle. Prick pastries all 
over with a fork. 

 Brush with egg white. Combine almonds and sugar; sprinkle over 
pastries. Bake at 450° for 7-9 minutes or until lightly browned. 
Carefully slide crusts onto wire racks to cool. 

 In a large bowl, combine the cream cheese, confectioners' 
sugar and almond extract; beat until smooth. Add cream; beat 
until thickened. 

 Place one crust on a serving plate; spread with half of the fudge 
topping. Carefully spread with half of the cream cheese mixture; 
top with half of the cherry pie filling. Top with remaining crust, 
fudge topping and cream cheese mixture. Spoon remaining 
cherry pie filling to within 1 in. of edges. Chill until set. Refrigerate 
leftovers. 



Conversation Heart 

Sugar Cookies 

Frost sugar cookies and decorate 

them with classic conversation 

heart phrases or make up your 

own 



Heart Macarons 

Dye macarons red and pink and 

pipe into small heart shapes 

before baking. Fill with white 

frosting 



Heart-shaped 

Lemon bars 

Dye lemon bars pink or red and 

cut into heart shapes 



Mini Sausage 

Hearts 

Cut cocktail sausages in half with a 

diagonal slice and put on toothpicks in 

heart shape before cooking in the oven 



Red Cheesecake 

Bites 

Make little cheesecake bars with 

red raspberry topping 



Red Mexican 

Wedding Cookies 

Dye the inside of mexican 

wedding cookies red with gel 

food coloring 



Valentine 

Cupcakes 

 1 (18.25 ounce) package 
white cake mix 

 1 1/4 cups water 

 1/3 cup vegetable oil 

 

 3 egg whites 

 8 drops red food coloring 

 Preheat an oven to 350 degrees F. Line a standard muffin tin 
with paper cupcake liners. 

 Beat the cake mix, water, vegetable oil, and egg whites 
together on low speed for 30 seconds, then on medium for 2 
minutes, until smooth. Fill cupcake liners 1/3 full with white batter; 
set aside. 

 Stir 4 drops of red food coloring into the remaining bowl of batter 
to make the batter pink, stir in the raspberry oil. Pour 1/3 of pink 
batter into a resealable plastic bag and set aside. 

 Mix more food coloring into the remaining bowl of pink batter 
until it is an orange/red color and pour the batter into a 
resealable plastic bag. Cut a corner off the bag, stick the open 
tip into the center of each cup of white batter and squeeze in 
about two tablespoons of red batter. 

 Cut the corner off the bag with the pink batter, stick the open tip 
into the center of the red batter and squeeze about 1 
tablespoon pink batter into each cup. 

 Bake the layered cupcakes in the preheated oven until a 
toothpick inserted into the center comes out clean, 15 to 20 
minutes. Cool completely before frosting. 



Window Pane Heart 

Cookies 

Make window-pane cookies (any 

recipe) with heart cookie cutter 

and cut out middle to fill with red 

candies 



Green Lemon and 

Lime Bars 

Color the tops of lemon bars 

green 



Rainbow Cakes 

Cut the center out of a round 
cake so you get 2 rainbow 
shapes. Ice the cakes and then 
decorate with M&Ms and 
marshmallows 



Rainbow Cupcakes 

Ice cupcake with green frosting, 

use white frosting to make clouds, 

and use Air Heads Xtremes 

rainbow belt candy for the 

rainbow. 



Rainbow Fruit Tart 

Make a tart of any kind, decorate 

with different colored fruits to 

make a rainbow pattern 



Rainbow Jell-O 

Shots 

Let individual layers set before 

adding the next layer to prevent 

mixing 



Shamrock Sugar 

Cookies 

Decorate cutout sugar cookies 

with green icing and sprinkles 



Carrot Shaped 

Crescent Rolls with 

Ham Salad 

Wrap crescent dough around a 
cone shaped piece of parchment 
paper and brush with orange food 
coloring mixed with milk. Fill with 
ham or chicken salad and garnish 
with fresh dill  



Easter Cake 

Decorate cake with coconut mixed 
with green food coloring for grass, 
mini robins eggs candies and bunny 
peeps. Use a basket weave icing tip 
to frost the edge to look like a 
basket 



Easter Eggs 

Hardboil eggs. Gently crack shells 

with the back of a spoon but 

leave the shells intact. Let shells 

soak in a ziplock bag with food 

coloring and a bit of vinegar for 

30 minutes. Rinse off the eggs in 

water and vinegar.  



Hatching Chick 

Deviled Eggs 

Instead of cutting eggs in half, cut 

eggs like a hatching egg and fill 

with deviled egg mix. Draw on 

faces with dyed mustard. 



Macaroon Nests 

Make macaroons. While still 

warm, push down in the center to 

create a hole, fill with a dollup of 

nutella. Use mini Robin’s eggs on 

top 



4th of July Flag Cake 

Use Raspberries and blueberries 

to create a flag pattern on a 

rectangular cake 



Bat Cakes 

Cut bat wings out of round cakes. 

Make smaller round cake for bad 

head. Decorate faces using red 

and white icing. 



Candy Corn Cheese 

and Crackers 

Arrange cheese on triangular 

triscuits so they resemble candy 

corn 



Candy Corn Rice 

Krispie Treat 

Make rice krispie treats. Dye 1/3rd 

yellow and another 1/3rd orange by 
mixing the food coloring in when 

heating the marshmallows. Stack the 

3 colors into layers and let cool. Cut 

out triangular candy corn shapes. 



Candy Corn Sugar 

Cookies 

Mix sugar cookie dough. Dye 1/3rd 

yellow and another 1/3rd orange. 

Stack the 3 colors into layers and 

cut out triangular candy corn 

shapes before baking. 



Cauldron Cupcakes 

Decorate using chocolate icing 

and white icing dyed orange and 

green. 



Deviled Egg Eyes 

Make normal deviled eggs, any 

recipe. Decorate with stuffed 

green olives and mustard dyed 

red to make eyes 



Eyeball Cupcakes 

Frost cupcakes with white icing. 
Use a gummy lifesaver candy and 
a drop of black icing for the eye. 
Use red gel icing to create the 
lines 



Frankenstein 

Monster Cupcakes 

Dip a marshmallow into corn 

syrup. Coat in sides in green 

sprinkles and the top in black 

sprinkles. Draw on faces with 

black and white icing 



Ghost Cupcakes 

Cut a small round piece of fondant. 
Fold the round piece over a small 
ball of fondant to create the ghost 
form. Decorate the face with black 
icing and place on the cupcakes. 



Grave Cupcake 

Mold small piece of grey fondant 
into a headstone shape (or use a 
small cookie). Either let it dry out 
over a few days or cook briefly in the 
oven to dry out. Draw on the 
headstone with fondant. Use 
crumbled oreo cookies to look like 
loose dirt 



Halloween Deviled 

Eggs 

Decorate deviled eggs by cutting 

up olives to look like spiders or 

decorating them as jack-o-

lantern faces 



Halloween Dipped 

Strawberries 

Dip strawberries in chocolate or 

white chocolate or colored 

candy melts to get different 

colors. Decorate as different 

Halloween creatures with icing or 

more melted chocolate. 



Halloween Half 

Moon Cookies 

Make half moon cookies but dye 

the white part purple or orange to 

get Halloween colors 



Halloween Jell-O 

Shots 

Candy Corn – Coconut, 
orange, and pineapple 
flavored layers 

Caramel Apple – made 
with hard apple cider 

Eyeballs and worms – 

coconut rum jello eyes and 

gummy worms in 

strawberry and peach 

schnapps clear shots. 

Glowing shots – made with 
tonic, which glows under a 
blacklight 



Mummy Cupcakes 

Frost cupcakes with a thin layer of white 
icing. Place 2 M&Ms for eyes. Use a flat 
piping tip to frost mummy bandages 
onto the cupcakes. Use 2 dots of black 
icing to make the pupils of the eyes. 



Mummy Pigs in a 

Blanket 

Instead of wrapping the mini hot 

dogs with crescent dough the 

normal way, wrap them around 

so they look like mummies and 

draw eyes on with mustard  



Orange and Black 

Cupcakes 

Use dark cake mix and light cake 

mix (dyed orange with food 

coloring) to make festive 

halloween cupcakes. 

Recommended flavor, chocolate 

and orange cakes. 



Pumpkin Pie Bites 

Mix pumpkin pie mix as directed. 

Cut small circles of pie crust and 

put into mini cupcake tin. Fill 

crusts with pie mix and bake for 

less time than a full pie. Use icing 

or pie mix dyed darker to create 

faces. 



Pumpkin Cake 

 2 (18.25 oz.) pkgs. cake mix, 
any flavor 

 2 (8 oz.) pkg. cream 
cheese, softened 

 1/2 C. (1 stick) butter, 
softened 

 8 C. powdered sugar 

 

 2 tsp. vanilla extract 

 Red, yellow, and green 
food coloring 

 Black paste food coloring 
(optional) 

 1 flat-bottomed ice-cream 
cone 

 Prepare cake batters according to package directions and 
bake each as directed in a prepared (greased and floured) 
non-stick bundt pan.  Let cool completely. 

 To prepare frosting: In a medium mixing bowl, combine the 
cream cheese, vanilla, salt, and butter with an electric mixer 
until fluffy. Add powdered sugar in four stages, beating well with 
the electric mixer after each addition.  

 Separate out about one cup of frosting. Add green food 
coloring to reach you desired shade of green. Separate out 
another 1/4 cup of frosting. Add black paste food coloring to 
make black frosting. (This is for a Jack o Lantern face, optional.) 

 To the remaining frosting, add red and yellow food coloring (or 
simply buy orange), until you get your desired shade of orange. 

 Frost the ice cream cone "stem." Smoothly frost entire outside of 
cone with green frosting. Place in the refrigerator or freezer until 
chilled. The harder the frosting, the easier it will be to manipulate 
later without smudging.  



Pumpkin 

Cheeseball 

Mix cheeseball (any recipe, the 

kind that mix flavors into cream 

cheese as a base). Roll in crushed 

orange Doritos. Make a face 

using cut up olives and use a 

small pickle for the stem.  



Pumpkin Patch 

Cupcakes 

Mold fondant into pumpkin 

shape. Pipe grass using grass or 

star icing tip. 



Skull and Crossbones 

Cupcakes 

Mold fondant into skull and 

crossbones shapes. Darken eye 

sockets with black food coloring.  



Spider Bread Dip 

Bowl 

Mix bread dough. Form into two 
larger balls for the body and 
head and then smaller pieces for 
the legs. Once baked, cut out the 
body center to fill with dip and 
make eyes with cut olives.  



Spiderweb 

Cupcakes 

Frost cupcakes with white icing. Make 
concentric rings with black icing and 
use a toothpick to drag through the 
rings from the center to the outside to 
create the spiderweb pattern 



Spiderweb Dip 

Make multilayer dip on a plate 

ending with guacamole as the 

top layer. Use sour cream to draw 

concentric rings on top and then 

drag a knife through the rings to 

get a spiderweb pattern. 



Veggie Cat 

Arrange vegetables to create a 

skeleton cat and serve with dip. 



Veggie Pumpkins 

Arrange carrots, broccoli, and 

olives to create jack-o-lantern 

faces on a large platter 



White Chocolate 

Pretzel Spider Webs 

Arrange pretzels into star shape. 

Put a dot of melted white 

chocolate in the middle to hold 

the pretzels together. Pipe melted 

white chocolate around in a spiral 

onto the pretzels. 



Mini Turkey 

Cupcake 

Flatten out soft caramel candies to fold 
over icing for the turkey body. Mold small 
pieces of caramel into legs. Corn flakes 
coated in green candy melts for base. 
Small sprinkle of cinnamon to be spices 
on turkey. White frosting for leg tips. 
Crumbled up corn flakes mixed with 
brown frosting to be stuffing. 



Pie Cupcakes 

Use different colored M&Ms to 

imitate different pie flavors. Use 

small flat icing tip to pipe 

crosshatch pie crust design on 

top 



Pilgrim Hat 

Cupcakes 

Oreo brim, Reese’s cup top, 

red twizzler or fruit wrap band, 

and yellow frosting buckle 



Turkey Cheeseball 

Appetizer 

Cheeseball 

 2 8oz packages cream 

cheese, softened 

 3 ½ cups shredded 

sharp cheddar cheese 

 1 1oz package ranch-

style dressing mix 

 2 cups chopped 

pecans 

 

 

Decorations 

 Whole pecans 

 Bread slices 

 Colored cream cheese 

 Bell pepper 

 

 Crackers for serving 

with 



Turkey Cupcakes 

Make turkeys using Reeses mini 

cup body, oreo and candy 

corn feathers, whopper head, 

candy corn nose, and frosting 

eyes and legs 



Turkey Apple Tart 

Make some type of tart 
including apples. Arrange 
apples with different colors on 
top to make feathers and use 
cutout crust dough to make 
turkey body on top. Use 
pecans as eyes 



Broken Glass 

Jello 

 4 small boxes (3 oz. each) 

of Jello-O in different 

colors. 2 red, 2 green 

 1 (14 oz.) can sweetened 

condensed milk  

 
 2 envelopes unflavored 

gelatin (that Knox stuff) 

 For each flavor, dissolve two 3oz boxes Jell-O in 2 cups 

boiling water Pour into a container and chill overnight, 

or until set. After chilling the four flavors, cut them into 

small blocks. Note: only add 1 cup water to each box, 

ignore instruction on box that say to use 2 cups 

 Carefully mix the blocks in a 9 x 13 pan. 

 In a separate bowl, sprinkle 2 envelopes unflavored 

gelatin into 1/2 cup cold water. After the gelatin blooms, 

add 1 1/2 cup boiling water and dissolve. Add the can 

of condensed milk. Stir and cool. Pour cooled milk 

mixture over jello and chill overnight.  



Chocolate Crinkle 

Cookies 

Make chocolate crinkle cookies 

but instead of rolling in plain 

powdered sugar, roll in powdered 

sugar that has been mixed with 

food coloring to dye it red and 

green 



Chocolate Sprinkle 

Sandwich Cookies 

 2/3 cup butter (softened) 

 1/2 cup sugar 

 1/4 cup cocoa 

 1/4 teaspoon baking soda 

 1/8 teaspoon salt 

 

 1 large egg 

 1 teaspoon vanilla 

 1 1/4 cup flour 

 1 cup sprinkles 

 Frosting 

 Heat oven to 375˚ 

 In a bowl beat butter on medium speed until 

creamy.  Add sugar, cocoa, baking soda and salt. Mix 

well until combined. Mix in the egg and vanilla. Beat in 

flour. Dough should not be sticky. 

 Fill a small bowl with rainbow sprinkles. Roll dough into a 

1 inch ball and then roll in the sprinkles until completely 

coated. Then refrigerate for about 15 minutes before 

cooking. Bake for 8 to 10 minutes. Don’t overcook – you 

don’t want the tops to crack. 

 Spread frosting on one cookie and top with another 



Christmas 

Appetizer 

Use rosemary sprigs, cherry tomatoes, 

olives, and fresh mozzarella balls to 

create a wreath appetizer 



Christmas Candy 

Train 

Make regular cupcakes and mini size 

cupcakes for the train pieces. Use 

pretzels to go between the wheels and 

various candies and frosting to 

decorate as desired 



Christmas 

Cheesecake 

Dye a small portion of the cheesecake 

batter red and another portion green. 

Before baking, swirl the dyed batter 

onto the top of the regular cheesecake 

batter in the pan 



Christmas Rice 

Krispie Treats 

Use cookie cutters or other molds to 

form rice krispies treats into festive 

shapes. Decorate with icing and 

sprinkles 



Christmas Tree 

Cheese Platter 

Arrange cheese squares, red peppers 

and sprigs of thyme into a Christmas 

tree 



Christmas Tree 

Cupcakes 

Cut off the ends of sugar cones and dip 

in melted white chocolate to make the 

top of the tree. Fill the cone with some 

frosting and use part of a candy can for 

the base. Decorate with sprinkles and 

fondant presents as desired.  



Christmas White 

Chocolate Popcorn 

Drizzle melted white chocolate onto 

popcorn, sprinkle on some salt and 

christmas sprinkles 



Christmas Sandwich 

Cream Cookies 

Soft chocolate cookies filled with green 

and red dyed frosting 



Gingerbread Men 

 3 cups flour 
 1 tsp baking soda 
 3/4 tsp ground cinnamon 
 3/4 tsp ground ginger 
 1/2 tsp ground allspice 
 1/2 tsp ground cloves 
 1/2 tsp salt 

 

 
 1/4 tsp freshly milled black pepper 
 8 tbs (1 stick) unsalted butter, at room 

temperature 
 1/4 cup vegetable shortening, at 

room temperature 
 1/2 cup packed light brown sugar 
 2/3 cup unsulfured molasses 
 1 large egg 

 Royal icing (any recipe) 

 Position the racks in the top and bottom thirds of the oven and preheat to 350 
degrees F. 

 Sift the flour, baking soda, cinnamon, ginger, allspice, cloves, salt and pepper 
through a wire sieve into a medium bowl. Set aside. 

 In a large bowl, using a hand-held electric mixer at high speed, beat the butter 
and vegetable shortening until well-combined, about 1 minute. Add the brown 
sugar and beat until the mixture is light in texture and color, about 2 minutes. Beat 
in the molasses and egg. Using a wooden spoon, gradually mix in the flour mixture 
to make a stiff dough. Divide the dough into two thick disks and wrap each disk in 
plastic wrap. Refrigerate until chilled, about 3 hours. (The dough can be prepared 
up to 2 days ahead.) 

 To roll out the cookies, work with one disk at a time, keeping the other disk 
refrigerated. Remove the dough from the refrigerator and let stand at room 
temperature until just warm enough to roll out without cracking, about 10 minutes. 
(If the dough has been chilled for longer than 3 hours, it may need a few more 
minutes.) Place the dough on a lightly floured work surface and sprinkle the top of 
the dough with flour. Roll out the dough 1/8 inch thick, being sure that the dough 
isn't sticking to the work surface (run a long meal spatula or knife under the dough 
occasionally just to be sure, and dust the surface with more flour, if needed). For 
softer cookies, roll out slightly thicker. Using cookie cutters, cut out the cookies and 
transfer to nonstick cookie sheets, placing the cookies 1 inch apart. Gently knead 
the scraps together and form into another disk. Wrap and chill for 5 minutes 
before rolling out again to cut out more cookies. 

 Bake, switching the positions of the cookies from top to bottom and back to front 
halfway through baking, until the edges of the cookies are set and crisp, 10 to 12 
minutes. Cool on the sheets for 2 minutes, then transfer to wire cake racks to cool 
completely. Decorate with Royal Icing. (The cookies can be prepared up to 1 
week ahead, stored in airtight containers at room temperature.) 



Melted Snowman 

Cookies 

Make sugar cookies and a pourable 

icing. Decorate snowmen faces with 

marshmallows and frosting or candies.  



Peppermint Bark 

Make chocolate and white chocolate 

layered bark and sprinkle with crushed 

peppermint candies 



Peppermint Crusted 

Chocolate Cream 

Cookies 

Make chocolate sandwich cream 

cookies. Roll edge in crushed 

peppermint candies. 



Reindeer Peanut 

Butter Cookies 

Make peanut butter cookies with 

oblong face shape. Use reese’s pieces 

to make a face and pretzels to make 

antlers 



Santa Hat White 

Chocolate Pretzels 

Dip ends of pretzels in melted white 

chocolate. Dip into red sprinkles and 

attach half a mini marshmallow to the 

side 



Sugar Spiral Cookies 

 2 cups cake flour 
 ½ tsp baking powder 
 ¼ tsp salt 
 2/3 cup powdered sugar 
 ¼ cup granulated sugar 

 
 2 ½ sticks butter, cold 
 1 tsp vanilla 
 ½ tsp strawberry (or other) extract 
 2 tbs cake flour 
 1 ½ cups multi-colored sprinkles 

 Combine the flour, baking powder, salt and sugars in a food processor and 
process briefly to mix. Add the butter in pieces; process with on/off bursts until the 
mixture has the consistency of cornmeal. Add the vanilla and process until the 
mixture just forms a ball. 

 Divide the dough into 2 equal portions then return one of the portions to the food 
processor. Add the strawberry extract, food coloring, and the extra tablespoons of 
flour to the processor and process until just incorporated. 

 Roll out each portion of dough between sheets of waxed paper. You want a 
rectangle about 11 × 8½ inches by ⅛ inch thick. Leave the dough between the 
sheets of waxed paper and slide onto a baking sheet. Refrigerate until firm, for at 
least 2 hours or up to 3 days. 

 Remove dough pieces from refrigerator. Pour the nonpareil decors into a shallow 
rectangular dish (such as a 9 × 13-inch pan. 

 Peel off the top sheet of waxed paper from both doughs. Brush the vanilla dough 
very lightly with water. Using the waxed paper, lift the strawberry dough and flip it 
onto the vanilla dough so they are stacked. Press with your fingertips to seal the 
two doughs together. Remove the top sheet of waxed paper and trim the edges 
even. 

 When the dough is just pliable (but still cold), roll up the dough(begin with the long 
side) like a jellyroll. As you begin to roll, gently curl the edge with your fingertips so 
you don’t get any air pockets as you roll dough into a log. As you roll, the vanilla 
portion may want to tear, pinch tears together as they happen and keep rolling. 

 After forming the dough into a log, throw away the waxed paper. Gently lift the 
log on top of the nonpareil decors in the dish and roll until the log is completely 
coated with decors. Wrap the log in plastic wrap and refrigerate until firm enough 
to slice (from 4 hours to a week, or freeze for up to 2 months; defrost in the 
refrigerator overnight before slicing). 

 Heat oven to 325°. To bake, slice the log into ⅛- to ¼-inch-thick cookies and bake 
on parchment-lined baking sheets for 15 to 17 minutes, until the cookies are no 
longer shiny on top and the bottoms of the vanilla portion are golden. 



Wreath Peanut 

Butter Cup Cookies 

Make peanut butter cup cookies 

and decorate top with frosting to 

look like a Christmas wreath 


